In the author's opinion there have been three far-reaching gaps in the study of Africa's history: 1) Indonesian involvement in East and Central Africa; 2) Links between Madagascar and Eastern and South/Central Africa; and 3) Extension of Indonesian interest to West Africa, particularly Nigeria. He contends that Indonesians (the term applies to 'Insular Southeast Asians') may have begun regular trading to Africa when Greek and Roman demand for oriental spices developed several centuries BCE. The East African 'Zanj' were, in his view, an Afro/ Indonesian race linked with the people of 'Zabag' -Sumatra and Java -later with Srivijaya in particular, whose interest in the gold, copper, iron and other products of Africa were extensive.
Long carts with creeking wheels trundle noisily through the streets, piled high with boxes and furnishings of many sorts. Boys in white gelabias and colourful kofias play mischievous games. Young ladies in black, with delicate ankles and pretty dark eyes, glance enquiringly from the folds of their bui-buis. There is a heavy sensuality in the heat and din and sweatfilled atmosphere of the ancient harbour. The nakhoda is soon lost in the bustling humanity of the narrow alleyways and clamouring warehouses.
This was the Mombasa I knew over fifty years ago when I used to spend hours buying carpets from the likes of Sharif Shatry and Sheikh Mohammed. It is easy to see why the most pungent images of the Indian Ocean are those brought about by the dhows -among the most evocative and romantic vessels ever built. In their hey-day there were at least thirty varieties regularly plying the waters -from Kilwa to Kuwait, Mombasa to Mangalore, Bombay to the Bajun Islands … balams, batels, zaimas, and zarooks -pattamars and padaos, dhangis and ganjas -and many more besides.
But one must not let the dhows in all their glory obscure the importance of generations of ships from other parts of the ocean that came before themthat came, and in some cases slid into the past unnoticed, like the dinosaurs of the Jurassic who once ruled unopposed in their watery world.
Who knows what the first Indian Ocean ships were? We have some evidence, and can make some guesses. Hide or bundle boats have been used in Mesopotamia since at least the fifth millennium before the common era (BCE), though whether these put to sea or not we have no idea.
1 Centuries later, the Egyptians must have been among the earliest seafarers in the region. The brilliant construction of Cheops' river-boat buried near his pyramid four and a half thousand years ago testifies to their ingenuity and craftsmanship; 2 as do Queen Hatshepsut's manyoared, rectangular-sailed ships despatched to the illusive Land of Punt a thousand years later. The rivers of Mesopotamia, the Indus, and others in northern India teemed with vessels of one sort of another in the second millennium BCE; but so far as we know these ventured only a few hundred miles down the Indian coast, as far as the ancient Harappan ports of Lothal and Bhagatrav. 3 Or did they go further? Were ships already criss-crossing to the far side of the Indian Ocean when the great civilisations of Mesopotamia thrived? Cloves from the Moluccas have been found at Terqa on the Middle Euphrates, dated to about 1700 BCE. 4 Conversely, remains of sheep or
Gold and specie flowed from Rome to Asia. In AD 77, lamenting the extravagance and reckless spending of Rome's rich and famous, Pliny wrote despairingly that there was "no year in which India did not drain the Roman Empire of a hundred million sesterces … so dearly do we pay for our luxury and our women." Tiberius grumbled that "the ladies and their baubles are transferring our money to foreigners." And even during Christ's lifetime, the emperor Augustus, shamed by the widespread lowering of standards, passed a law forbidding the wearing of transparent Indian silks on the grounds of indecency. One scholar has argued that the period "when the Classical civilisations of the Mediterranean encountered Buddhist India and Han China" should be looked upon as the beginning of the World System! 10 There were two spices sent to Rome from the Orient whose Southeast Asian origins were disputed as far back as the third century BCE. These were cinnamon and cassia. 11 Herodotus thought they came from Arabia, and so did the famous author of the History of plants, Theophrastus. Agatharchides said Sabaea; Philostratus, India; Strabo simply said the 'cinnamon-country', probably meaning India. An anonymous papyrus said from 'Trogodytica' (meaning North-east Africa somewhere). But in his Natural History Pliny the Elder (CE 24 -79) explained:
In fact cinnamomum, which is the same thing as cinnamum, grows in 'Ethiopia', which is linked by intermarriage with the Cave Dwellers. These buy it from their neighbours and bring it over vast seas on rafts which have no rudders to steer them, no oars to push them, no sails to propel them, indeed no motive power at all but man alone and his courage … They say that their traders take almost five years there and back, and that many die. On the return journey they take glassware and bronzeware, clothing, brooches, bracelets and necklaces so here is one more trade route that exists chiefly because women follow fashion.
Following delivery to Opone and other ports in the Horn of Africa, these goods were shipped to the Mediterranean in Arab vessels. For many centuries BCE Arab fleets flourished in the Red Sea; but as the Mediterranean trade with India and the Far East grew, the sturdily built vessels of Rome and Greece proved to be better equipped to handle the boisterous direct crossings to India than the sewn ships of Arabia, a factor that led to a decline in Arabian shipping in the centuries prior to Islam…. A decline, however, that was not matched by Sassanian fleets in the Persian Gulf for whom the coastal journeys around India became frequent, even 10 two-masted Javanese outrigger ships of the (eighth century) Boro-Budur sculptures, seeing that the Periplus distinctly states that the kolandia traded to Chryse". It is now generally accepted that rather than being an Indian name for an Indian vessel kolandiaphonta was a straightforward transcription of the Chinese term 'Kun-lun-po'.
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As a maritime nation this lea�es India out on a limb, and one wonders whether, in the millennia following the decline of the Indus ci�ilization, Indians were e�er great off-shore sailors. 16 The Indian maritime historian, Radha Kumud Mookerji, writing in the early 1900s, was confident that they were.
17 "I have already said," he wrote, "that though Indian literature furnishes rather meagre evidence directly bearing on Indian shipping and shipbuilding, it abounds with innumerable references to sea voyages and sea-borne trade and the constant use of the ocean as the great highway of international intercourse and commerce…." But what sort of references was he alluding to? Mookerji delved deeply into the Jatarkas, and the Mahabharata, and a treatise on astronomy/astrology -the Binhat Samhita -all of which were written or up-dated as recently as the fifth and sixth century A.D.. He came up with many obscure poetical myths and legends of great maritime feats, including one from the Digha Nikaya which stands out for the fact that it "distinctly mentions sea voyages out of sight of land" -seemingly a rare and special occurrence. His stories are shot through with countless references to shipwrecks and other dramatic disasters such as; "His ship, however, sprang a leak in mid-ocean, but he is miraculously saved by a kind fairy in a magic ship filled with the seven treasures…." And on the evidence of just one Sanskrit work, the Yukti Kalpataru, Moorkerji made a case for there having been huge ocean-going ships built in ancient India, carrying seven and eight hundred, even a thousand, people. But surely these were ships of fable? Collectively the references to early ocean-going shipping leave frustrating question-marks, and suggest that even if the ships of Aryan India did venture out to sea, they were poorly built, and their sailors were inadequate for the task.
Mookerji, in his book, depicts one of the large ships painted on the walls of the sixth or seventh century A.D. caves at Ajanta in northwest India. The Ajanta boats tell nothing about truly 'ancient' shipping. Several features on the boats that are shown -for instance the artemon foresailssuggest that they could have been strongly influenced by Greek or Roman ships, and offer less than no proof that they were 'Indian'. The highpoint of Mookerji's work, to his way of thinking 'proving' India's maritime proficiency, is his description and portrayal of the magnificent 'Indian' 19 But by then Kun-lun merchants were sailing annually to Canton. By the middle of the eighth century China was building merchant ships of nearly 600 tons -rather larger than the average Spanish ship of the Armada 800 years later. Sailors lived on them with their wives and families; there were 'gardens' on board, as well as the owner's slave-girls, and musicians. But it seems from documents compiled in the Thang dynasty by Wang Tang that these ships were owned by merchants plying for trade up the coast and on the rivers, rather than across the oceans. 20 Endorsing the view that these large Chinese ships did not venture far from the coast, Wang Tang specifically said that "The sea-going junks (hai po) are foreign ships." 21 There is at least one Chinese record relating that foreign ships (Indonesian) were sometimes chartered to merchants from other parts of Asia. 22 This situation may have gone on for centuries. In their introduction to the story of Chau Ju-Kua, Rockhill It is arresting to think that Chinese merchant-officials walked with Roman citizens from Greece, Syria and Egypt on the quays of Arikamedu (in southern India).
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The nautical history of the Southeast Asian islanders is probably the oldest in the world; they had, after all, been crossing deep water for 60 000 years, since the earliest migrants had managed to migrate from Sundaland to Sahulland to reach Australia.
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Much later, about 5000 years ago, when 'Austronesian' speaking seamen migrated from Formosa and began to explore the islands of the Pacific, many of them also spread their language westward to the islands bordering on the Indian Ocean, and even further. James Hornell, one of the twentieth century's most respected marine ethnographers, wrote an article asserting that Polynesians, i.e. Austronesian-speakers, became established in southern India in pre-Dravidian times. His opinion was based on the geographical distribution of outrigger canoes:
(A) point of the highest importance in this connection is the fact that in common with Polynesians, they employ a single outrigger on their canoes, in striking contrast to the double form so characteristic of Malaysian small craft … It is not surprising that there we find the Polynesian boat forms in great variety … in common with peculiar Polynesian fishing devices, in continued high esteem by the local fishermen and divers.
After detailed discussion he concluded:
I incline to think that these Parawas (of southern India) represent a part of that fierce Naga race described by ancient Tamil writers as in possession of the coast districts and with Negapatam as their chief town when the Tamils first arrived in the south". I would then identify the Nagas with an ancient coastal people of Polynesian affinity.
26
This is a view supported by the fact that Tamil words such as pada�u, padangu, or hadagu for 'ship' or 'boat' are derived from Austronesian padaw or perahu.
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If Hornell was correct, Austronesian speaking mariners -let us call them 'Indonesians' -were moving freely in the Indian Ocean centuries before the Mediterranean trade of which we have written above, making the archaeological evidence of 'cloves from the Moluccas' and 'sheep to Timor' a less fantastic possibility. Hornell's Polynesian hypothesis is not given much help by archaeology in India, where ancient ship-remains are virtually non-existent. But in Indonesia there is substantial archaeological evidence dating back at least to the early part of the first millennium CE. The oldest known Indonesian ship remnants, recorded by Pierre-Yves Manguin, are pieces of a plankbuilt boat at Pontian, on the south-west corner of the Malay peninsular carbon-dated to the third -fifth century A.D. 28 Parts of a similar boat of about the same period have been found in southern Thailand. And in southern Sumatra, near Palembang, strakes clearly belonging to a large and sturdy hull, dated to between the fifth and the seventh century, have been unearthed. A remarkable aspect of all of these ancient relics is that the standard stitched-plank, lashed-lug and dowel construction technology appears to have been used by Indonesian boat-builders more or less unchanged for the next fifteen hundred years.
Also in southern Sumatra archaeologists have found two quarter-rudders measuring 9 m and just under 7 m long respectively -much the same as those still in use on large boats today and probably dating from the first half of the first millennium CE. Contemporary timber sections, reconstructed, have produced a single strake over 47ft (15,23 m) long from which it has been estimated that the vessel was 21-23 m long, and narrow -possibly similar to the elegant fighting-ships called kora kora, paddled by as many as 300 men ranged in double banks on the outriggers, 29 that still prowled the Indonesian islands long after the arrival of the Portuguese and Dutch.
Earlier we mentioned that Hornell and Christie believed the large ships depicted on the walls of Borobudur traced their ancestry back to the kolandiaphonta of the Periplus, alias the K'un-lun-po of the Chinese which, so far as we know, did not have outriggers. Whether that was the case or not, Adrian Horridge thinks the Borobudur ships were ancestral to the swift kora kora:
30 and if he is right, these large outrigger vessels would have been the macro jet aircraft of their age that carried Indonesian influences far and wide across the Indian Ocean over a period of hundreds of years. This interpretation gained support from the successful voyage of Philip Beale's traditionally built, iron-free and engineless, Samudra Raksa, a 'replica' of one of the Borobudur ships, which safely completed a voyage of 17 600 km from Java to Madagascar and on to Ghana in 2003. 31 We know that Indonesians have been familiar with the Western Indian Ocean since sometime in the early part of the first millennium CE, if not before. The fact that Austronesian speakers peopled Madagascar is not disputed. But questions remain: When did Indonesians first cross the Indian Ocean? What route did they take? Did they settle on mainland Africa before going on to Madagascar? Where in Indonesia did they come from? Who were they? What motivated them?
Some of the answers are bound to remain conjectural. We have suggested they may have been Pliny's 'raft'-men bearing spices from Southeast Asia; and we have even suggested that the spice trade might date back to the second millennium BCE (viz. cloves to Terqa). As for their route, one possibility is that Indonesians came directly across the Indian Ocean from Java to Madagascar. But as they apparently never discovered the Seychelles or any of the other Mascarene islands, it is more likely they went further north, passing through the Maldives where evidence of old Indonesian boat design and fishing technology lingers even now.
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Though we cannot be sure that Madagascar was not 'discovered' at an earlier date, the consensus seems to be that the main settlement was not until the fifth to seventh century CE, and only after the new inhabitants had spent a prolonged period in Africa where there developed some sort of 'Afro-Indonesian' or 'Afro-Malagasy' race. 33 If we stop to ask who these mixed Indonesian/African people might have been, we have to give serious consideration to the possibility that they were none other than the famous 'Zanj', after whom the Western Indian Ocean (the Bahr ez-Zanj) and most of the East African coast (the Ard az Zanj, and the Sufala of the Zanj) was named by Islamic Arab writers -and there are a number of factors to support such a contention. The old Arab name for Sumatra and/or Java was 'Zabag', 'Zabaj' or 'Zanaj'. On what may be an eleventh century copy of a map commissioned in the early ninth century by Abbasid Caliph al-Ma'mun, 'the lands of Zabaj' are placed on the African coast below the orthographically similar 'lands of Zanj'. 34 The British Orientalist, Anthony Christie, went further, saying that:
The Arab word zang or zenj used for 'negro' may not be Arabic … an apparent Chinese form occurs as early as 607 AD. There is no doubt that this seng-ch'i was typically S.E. Asian. 36 [Zanj] could possibly be a S.E. Asian word.
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The names 'Zangenae', Zingis', 'Azania', 'Zanj', 'Zand', and 'seng-ch'I', frequently cropped up in writings of the Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Persians, and Chinese since the early part of the first Millennium CE, paralleling Indonesian interest in Africa and the settlement of Madagascar.
There are other reasons for thinking the Zanj were at least part-Indonesian. When Arabs first encountered them, the Zanj were occupying the offshore islands of Pemba and Zanzibar, demonstrating that they must have been competent sailors -a feature not normally associated with East Africa's Hamitic, Cushitic, Bantu or San tribes. 38 And there is no reason to think that they did not already use boats with outriggers such as the traditional ngalaua of Indonesian design. These vessels are still found from the Bajun Islands to the Comoros and Madagascar. The Zanj did not speak Arabic; and though there may possibly have been a few Bantu words, their language (from what little is known of it) was apparently not of Bantu origin.
39 They used strange fishing techniques similar to some used in Indonesia. Masudi wrote that the Zanj were skilled iron workers and hunters, and that they traded ivory to the Far East. 40 As late as the sixteenth century. From what part of Indonesia would these migrants have come?
Austronesian language experts such as Sander Adelaar 42 stand by Otto Chr. Dahl's research indicating that the language of Madagascar is derived from Maanjan, the language of riverine people in the Barito valley of South East Borneo. 43 The introductory lines of seventh century inscriptions found on Bangka Island (opposite the Musi river on the banks of which lay the capital of Srivijaya, Palembang) are in a Barito-like language that seems also to be a form of pre-Malagasy. 44 But a cursory glance at the modern culture and history of the Maanjan (riverine Dyaks, canoe builders of note, but so far as anyone knows, never mariners who might have ventured far) must throw doubts on whether they themselves were the emigrants. 45 Although Otto Chr. Dahl was the first to propose the hypothesis that the Malagasy language was rooted in Maanyan, he was equally convinced that it was Bajau mariners -probably those who had settled on Bangka Island -who carried Indonesians to Africa and Madagascar. 46 It is well recognised, however, that the hugely scattered diaspora of Bajau seanomads lives in a sprawling linguistic hotchpotch, the dialects of nomadic groups often differing radically from those of sedentary groups; and the latter frequently acquiring the languages of their 'hosts'. 47 KA Adelaar, "Malagasy culture-history: some linguistic evidence" in J Reade, (ed.) The proceedings of the conference on The Indian Ocean in Antiquity, shows a compass point shows a compass point system (page 491) that he believes may have been developed in Palembang, 'North' being towards the sea; 'South' towards the interior, etc. 'South-East' is termed tengara which, he says: "must be a loanword (although we do not know its history …)". Is it possible that it points towards the locality from which came the 'outrigger' ships that were the mainstay of Srivijaya's vitally important navy? 55 VL Grottanelli, VL Grottanelli, Pescatori Dell 'Oceano Indiano. (Rome, 1955) p. 8 ff.
pure and simple. The Bajun are fishermen, and amongst other things they fish for 'sea-cucumbers', or trepang, an item for which the Bajo of Indonesia used to travel thousands of miles to satisfy the pallets of Chinese gourmets. The Bajun of Africa have an unusual way of catching turtles using a remora sucker-fish, similar to methods in parts of Melanesia, Japan, and northern Australia. James Hornell relates how the Bajun came to be the builders of the famous East African Mtepe which possibly has Indonesian ancestry. 56 Throughout Indonesia there are numerous Bajau toponyms where these itinerant mariners once settled. 57 One has to ask: Is the name 'Bajun' just another of these toponyms?
Next, in the Standard English/Swahili Dictionary one finds the translation for Madagascar:-"Madagascar, n. Buki, Bukini."
Vinigi Grottanelli, as bewildered by 'Buki' as he was by 'Bajun', said of the term 'Buki': "As far as I know this remarkable name has never been explained"; and Gabriel Ferrand wrote:-"The origins of this denomination remain obscure: the phoneme does not resemble Bantu".
58 Is the Swahili 'Buki' derived from the presence of the 'Bugi' or 'Bugis' of Sulawesi? Similar arguments can be made for the island of Manda which seems to have been settled since the early seventh century by non-Islamic seagoing people who used Sassanian glass, Indian pottery, and Chinese porcelain. 59 Is its name derived from the Mandar of Sulawesi?
And finally, where did the name 'Madagascar' come from? Marco Polo is generally credited with naming the island at the end of the thirteenth century, when he referred to it in his writing as Magastar, 60 said to be (without any evidence) a corruption of Magadoxo, or Mogadishu. He visited neither Madagascar nor Mogadishu personally. His frequently inaccurate descriptions were based on hearsay gathered from Arab merchants. He correctly described Madagascar as one of the largest and most fertile islands in the world; so how did he confuse it with one of the driest, drabbest, towns in the Horn of Africa? Is it not more likely that Magastar or Madagascar is derived from Makassar -a name most probably as old as the tenth or eleventh century Bugis epic myths, 61 What might have triggered off the movement from Indonesia to Africa?
We have mentioned one possible inducement -the cinnamum trade about two thousand years ago. Another may have been linked to the emergence of powerful states in Southeast Asia which had been spurred on by the growth of trade between the Mediterranean, India and China. One of the earliest states was Funan (first century CE) on the Southeast Asian mainland, which grew rich from traffic crossing the Isthmus of Kra. Funan was followed by numerous smaller polities in Sumatra and Java, all paying allegiance to China. Most notably among these was Kan-to-li in Sumatra, which declined in the 6 th century but was followed, in the midseventh century, by its more important successor, Srivijaya.
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Srivijaya was for centuries the most powerful of all the island states in the region. It was differentiated from the others by several major factors. To establish an empire that had absolute control over the east/ west sea-routes, Srivijaya -from its capital at Palembang in southern Sumatra -had of necessity, to control the Sunda Strait in the south and the Isthmus of Kra in the north. In addition to protecting its flanks by forming strong alliances with neighbours, Srivijaya built an efficient army of foot soldiers, and a more powerful navy than its neighbours -the latter very probably being made up of ubiquitous Bajo, and ancestral Bugis mariners in addition to the local Orang Laut. In time, according to a Chinese writer, "…Srivijaya had fourteen cities" based on alliances with maritime societies stretching from Java to Kra. 63 It was said that its prestige among both Indian and Chinese merchants was such that they looked for any excuse they could find to trade in the name of the Srivijayan ruler.
Sumatra was once known as Su�arnabhumi or Su�arnad�ipa, 'the Island of Gold'. Not only was it almost the only place in Indonesia where gold was produced in quantity, 64 but according to the Persian chronicler Ibn Khurdadhbih, writing in the nintgh century, gold had a symbolically important role in the running of the Srivijayan state. In order to demonstrate his debt to Tandru n Luah 'the God of the Waters of the Sea', the Maharaja would daily throw a bar of gold into Palembang harbour, chanting "Look, there lies my treasure". 65 When a Raja died, the harbour was dredged, and the gold bars were distributed among the royal family, military commanders, and -if there was any left -the king's other subjects. Such a powerful demand for gold in Srivijaya may well have been the driving force behind the search for minerals in Africa, and the development of gold mines in Zimbabwe (Sufalah of the Zanj) which were probably opened up by experienced Indian miners who were almost certainly the power behind Sumatra's own ancient mines. 66 Zimbabwe's gold mining, in the view of Roger Summers, started soon after 600 CE -i.e. at about the time as Srivijaya's rise to power. 67 Though we have no proof that the gold went to Sumatra or Java, we have evidence that Zimbabwe's gold was shipped abroad from Chibuene, 68 and other nearby ports within the 'region of Sufalah', in pre-Islamic times. We know, as already mentioned, that merchants from Zanaj/Zabaj (as Sumatra was known at the time of Srivijaya) came to Sayuna in the mouth of the Zambezi 'in both small and large ships…to exchange … their goods for those of the Zanj… trafficking in their goods because they understood each other's language.' Perhaps of even greater importance is al-Masudi's passage (CE 956): "…the extremes of the Sea of Zanj and the land of Sofala and the extremes of the country of Waq-Waq … and this is a land abounding in gold, abounding in miracles, and the Zanj have made it [i.e. the land of Sofala] the seat of their kingdom." 69 The linkage of the Zanj with the Waq-Waq whom Ferrand, Faublée and others connect with 'Indonesians' gives extra weight to the argument that there was also an Indonesian element in the Zanj. 70 Bringing the evidence together, the most likely scenario is that in the latter part of the first millennium CE Zimbabwe's gold was shipped from Sufalah of the Zanj, by Indonesian merchants, to the powerful rulers of Srivijaya.
In the exciting early days of Islam, gold may have been the single most important factor providing the wake-up call for Arab and Shirazi adventurers to establish their own powerful city-states on Africa's coast which eventually put a strangle-hold on the old-established trading links between Africa and Indonesia. Following the Cola raids on Srivijaya early in the eleventh century, and gradual changes in political orientation towards China, Indonesian commerce must have been suffering increasing strains. with outriggers, that '…(they) have now disappeared since their power came to an end and since the route of their travel has been closed.'? So let's re-cap. Long before the bums, baghlas, and sambuks of Arabia dominated the horizons, and elegant kotirs plied across to Africa from India, the Indian Ocean's shipping lanes were busy with vessels of many other nations: Egyptian 'bottoms' bound for Punt and Ophir; Mesopotamian and Harappan traders clinging to the coast between the Euphrates and the Indus; and Greeks and Romans venturing for the first time far from land as they were carried on the trade winds to southern India and back. In those early days the ships of India stayed mainly inshore, just as Sassanian traders from Persia probably did in the dying days of Roman dominance.
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In China, merchant ships, though ubiquitous and often huge, did not sail into the Indian Ocean until the latter part of the first millennium CE.
In fact, the only people who seemed to have roamed the ocean relatively freely throughout that period seem to have been the Austronesianspeaking people of Southeast Asia whose experience as mariners in their island-studded world dates back centuries if not millennia before that of any other people on earth. So if our interpretation of the evidence is correct, and Indonesians were not only familiar with, but settled on the African coast in pre-Islamic -and probably also pre-Bantu -days, how might this effect currently 'established' versions of African history?
There are some things we know; and some things we can only guess at. We know that at some stage Austronesian-speakers discovered and occupied Madagascar, the structure of whose language is closer to that of Easter Island 22 500 km away, than it is to any of the languages of African just 400 km beyond the Mozambique channel. We are now fairly certain that those who peopled Madagascar were previously well established on the African coast, accounting for the rich, deeply entrenched mix of African vocabulary, customs and genes in Madagascar. If that was the case, the odds strongly support the conclusion that the Afro-Indonesian society on the mainland was both older, larger, and more racially varied than is generally acknowledged (if their presence is acknowledged by modern historians at all!); and that the polygenetic society in question was none other than the various tribes of 'Zanj'. Such a scenario also lends credence to the hypothesis proposed by M. Horton 72 and others that the rapid southward spread of Early Iron Age (?100 to c.500CE) pottery, almost as far as Durban in South Africa, was due to it being carried by sea, rather than by migrating tribesmen moving slowly overland … and likewise, many years later, the spread of 'Tana- having originated in Indonesia. 78 It is particularly noteworthy that about 500 years ago Africa's pre-eminent xylophonists, the Chopi, who now live near the mouth of the Limpopo, broke away from the Karanga, the Shona clan considered to have been the ancient custodians of The Great Zimbabwe. 79 Such links between The Great Zimbabwe, Madagascar and Indonesia are of prime historical importance, and should not be left mouldering in the shadows.
At some point Indonesians must have sailed round the Cape and up to West Africa. Those who doubt whether this was possible should take note of the voyage of Philip Beale's Samudra Raksa, already mentioned. 84 and possibly also the development of tuned double iron gongs used in West Africa, and ancient Zimbabwe. 85 Elephantiasis (wuchereria Bancroftii) is a disease portrayed in early Nok sculptures, 86 and, very poignantly, in a famous twelfth or thirteenth century Ife terracotta. 87 Tropical medicine experts say that elephantiasis originated in the coastal swamps of Southeast Asia; but more than that -they say it is unlikely, owing to the nature of its transmission, to have spread across Africa from person to person overland; but more likely to have been carried to West Africa directly by infected people. 88 Plantains, yams and cocoyams that have been grown in West Africa for centuries, since before European contact, are Southeast Asian varieties.
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Musa AAB and Southeast Asian varieties of yams which came to dominate the subsistence of most sub-Saharan West Africans may have made possible a huge surge in the population -some say, even, making the Bantu migrations through the forest regions possible. It is still debated whether they were introduced in East Africa from where they spread to the west; but there are many good reasons for thinking that these plants were introduced independently in West Africa. 90 Likewise maize. Twelfth-century floor tiles found in Yorubaland buried 4 m beneath the surface were decorated with impressions of 'corn-cobs'. 91 Maize is a hybridised Mexican plant that was most likely carried from the Americas to Southeast Asia by Polynesians along with other plants (sword-bean; sweet potato; gourds). 92 Was it carried to Yorubaland by the same people who introduced plantains and yams? We can only guess. Among Africa's best known icons are its 'bronzes'; but where did the complex technologies by which they were made originate? Most experts believe the processes of finding, smelting, and blending disparate metals to make bronze -and casting by the intricate lost-wax process -to have been introduced from outside. 93 Igbo Ukwu, where sub-Saharan Africa's earliest (ninth century) and most accomplished bronze castings were found, lies a thousand kilometres from the main trans-Saharan trade routes, 94 but within a few kilometres of the navigable channels of the Niger and Cross Rivers. Taken as an isolated instance it might be questionable whether people from Indonesia (where cire perdue casting was much in evidence at that time) would have introduced such technology so far from home.
95 But in conjunction with other factors, and Srivijaya's known interest in prospecting for metals elsewhere in Africa, it would actually have been easier for expert metallurgists to have reached the Igbo region by sea, rather than across deserts and through hostile forests from the Middle East or the Mediterranean. Now consider Ifa divination that is deeply engrained in Yoruba culture and central to its religion. 96 How is it that Ifa's 4 x 4 x 4 x 4 structure, with its 256 named variations, is so similar in all its essentials to Bwe divination in several Micronesian islands on the other side of the world?
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Although the ultimate origins of both systems almost certainly lie in China, 98 'experts' airily declare that the African system must have been introduced across the Sahara by Arabs who practice the roughly similar al-raml. Although the simpler, more recent, Yoruba atimi divination unquestionably had its origins in al-raml, William Bascom, the leading writer on the subject, had no firm thoughts about such a provenance for Ifa. 99 For one thing it would seem that Ifa predates, perhaps by a long way, the penetration of Yorubaland by Arabs; and secondly it is much more complex and involved than al-raml as practiced in the Sahara. The Yoruba were not land-locked: they numbered among them fine seamen who travelled long distances in their open canoes -sometimes down the coast as far as the Congo, so it is said. Contact with 'god-like' mariners looming over the southern horizon in sturdy ships with billowing sails was an altogether more likely channel for important new ideas with deeply religious significance, than Arab traders (who were generally terrified of being eaten by 'Black cannibals') arriving from the Saharan wastes. (Of the 52 Arab chroniclers who wrote about West Africa from mid-ninth to 93 the late-fourteenth century, only one is known to have set eyes on, let alone travelled down, the Niger river -Ibn Battuta, who canoed down a short stretch of the middle-Niger in about 1350 by which time Yoruba society had long since reached highly sophisticated levels). 100 Followed to its logical conclusion, if plantains, yams, bronze-making, lost-wax casting, xylophones, other musical instruments, elephantiasis, and an important divination system were introduced by Southeast Asians, which seems not only possible but probable, we should at least accept the possibility that the same might have applied to other aspects of their culture. These would include glass-making; 101 various bead making techniques (drawn tubes, for instance); 102 some games ('mancala', 'wari'); 103 cowrie shells both as decoration and as money (cowries later became a profitable item of Arab trade from the Maldive Islands); and the forty-odd culture traits proposed by Professor J. Hutton -ranging from the underlying philosophies behind head-hunting, through cannibalism, to burial customs and promotion of fertility. 104 Lastly, it is quite possible that iron-smelting technology came to Africa from Indonesia; though this would need much more research. Madagascar never had a stone age, or even a bronze age. Since the earliest inhabitants arrived it has had an iron-age culture. Piston-bellows of an Indonesian variety used to be common in Madagascar, and although bellows in Africa are usually bag-or bowl-bellows, piston-bellows were apparently once used in West Africa. 105 Africa's inter-lacustrine region, where some of the earliest iron-smelting sites are to be found, could as easily have been reached from the East Coast as by migration up the Nile through the Sudd; and the location of many of the most ancient sites in western Africa (c.450 BCE) would have been more accessible up rivers from the sea than they would have been overland 106 (even Taruga, one of the earliest sites, though far inland, is approachable from tributaries of the Benue and Niger rivers). 107 We are making a massive mistake in assuming that all those elements of African culture that came from foreign fields came either from the Mediterranean or the Middle East. We tend to forget the advanced state of culture in maritime Southeast Asia, particularly during the Srivijayan era, and the age-old brilliance of Indonesian seamen.
Africa's historians should stand back, and take a fresh look at these problems with this in mind.
